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1 Executive summary 
This document provides information on a Dell™ SCv2000 Storage Center solution for Microsoft® Exchange 

Server, based the Microsoft Exchange Solution Reviewed Program (ESRP) – Storage program. 

The ESRP – Storage program was developed by Microsoft Corporation to provide a common storage-

testing framework for vendors to provide information on its storage solutions for Microsoft Exchange 

Server software. For more details on the Microsoft ESRP – Storage program, please click 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/ff182054.aspx 

1.1 Simulated environment 
The solution presented in this document is designed to simulate a small to medium-sized number of 

mailboxes hosted on highly redundant hardware. Application level redundancy is augmented with 

redundant storage to create a highly available and fault tolerant solution. 

The Mailbox Resiliency features of Exchange 2013 have greatly enhanced the availability of Exchange 

Server, while also improving I/O performance. The solution presented here is a Mailbox Resiliency solution 

utilizing one Database Availability Group (DAG) and two copies of every database. The tested environment 

simulates all users in this DAG running on a single Storage Center, or half of the solution. The number of 

users simulated was 2,500 across two servers, with 1,250 users per server. The mailbox size was 2GB per 

user. Each server has four databases, with one copy local and the second copy replicated to the second 

server. This provides redundancy through hardware and software. 

The replication mechanism is the native Exchange 2013 DAG database replication engine. This is a very 

efficient and reliable replication mechanism and is the recommended method for providing highly 

available and redundant Exchange solutions.  

1.2 Solution description 
Testing was performed on a Dell Storage Center (SCv2000) v6.6, a redundant controller pair with 

redundant front-end and back-end connections. The front-end connections are iSCSI-based over 

redundant 10GbE fabrics with two 10GbE ports per server and two 10GbE ports per storage controller. 

One 12 bay 3.5” built-in drive enclosure was utilized with each Storage Center. 

The disk connectivity uses SAS 6Gbps. Disk drives used are SAS 7.2K 4TB. The spindle count is 11 disks/1 

spare for database and logs, on a dedicated disk pool on each Storage Center. As this is a redundant 

solution, databases and logs are stored together on the same volumes. All volumes are RAID 6.  

For information about compatibility is available at: 

http://www.windowsservercatalog.com/item.aspx?idItem=f2b1c4fb-ee97-7d0d-b671-

bf5a75f63c2d&bCatID=1338 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/ff182054.aspx
http://www.windowsservercatalog.com/item.aspx?idItem=f2b1c4fb-ee97-7d0d-b671-bf5a75f63c2d&bCatID=1338
http://www.windowsservercatalog.com/item.aspx?idItem=f2b1c4fb-ee97-7d0d-b671-bf5a75f63c2d&bCatID=1338
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Figure 1 Highly available data center design 

The solution is designed around a highly available data center model (Figure 1). There are two disk arrays, 

for complete redundancy. The Exchange configuration is one DAG. The LAN ports are in a dedicated 

replication VLAN for traffic isolation. There are two networks for redundancy. 
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Figure 2 Tested configuration showing Storage Center A with full user load and Storage Center B offline 

The tested configuration is a single Storage Center array (Figure 2) running with the full user load. This is to 

clearly show a single array can handle the user load in an array failure scenario. Under normal operating 

conditions, the preferred activation scenario would be to run half of the mailbox databases active on each 

Storage Center array, while either array could handle the entire workload at any given time. 

The ability to handle the entire workload on a single Storage Center array means no I/O performance 

degradation will occur if an array or any volume(s) were to fail. All mailbox servers would have volumes 

mapped to both arrays, with one copy of each database on each array. 
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2 The Dell Storage Center SCv2000 solution 

2.1 A modular hardware design 
The SCv2000 hardware design supports up to 12 internal 3.5-inch hot-swappable SAS drives. It also 

includes dual controllers that provide automatic failover in a single chassis. Dell SCv2000 arrays have a 

flex-port option that provides multi-protocol connectivity to any open-systems server without the need 

for server side agents; organizations can utilize iSCSI, Fiber Channel or SAS connectivity. Disk enclosures 

support any external interface and disks based on Solid State, Fiber Channel, and/or Serial ATA. 

The new SCv2000 arrays combine the benefits of proven Dell Fluid Data™ architecture with a resilient Dell 

hardware design to provide efficiency, quality and durability. The SCv2000 array offers future flexibility as 

an entry-level storage array within the existing SC family of products. This series joins a market space 

where growth and flexibility can collide, making purchase decisions and product investments a challenge. 

The SCv2000 array leverages existing investments through data migration to enterprise-level products 

within the SC product line, serving current needs while focusing on future growth strategy. 

As a part of the Storage Center product line, the management of all SC products is streamlined into a 

single, consistent interface. Optimize IT resources with Enterprise Manager by managing through a single 

pane of glass — from the entry-level SCv2000 array to the enterprise-level SC4000 and SC8000 arrays. 

For an enhanced, simplified out-of-the box experience, you can deploy the SCv2000 storage arrays with a 

simple wizard-based tool, minimizing the need for IT expertise for small businesses or improving data 

center administration by getting projects up and running quickly. 

2.2 Powerful suite of software 
Storage Center offers a powerful suite of enterprise capabilities to manage data differently. Building on the 

Dell Storage Center Dynamic Block Architecture, Storage Center software intelligently optimizes data 

movement and access at the block-level to maximize utilization, automate tiered storage, simplify 

replication and speed data recovery.  

2.3 Intuitive, unified interface 
A centralized management interface streamlines administration and speeds common storage 

management tasks. The interface features a point-and-click wizard-based setup and management, 

comprehensive Phone Home capabilities, automatic notifications for user-defined capacity thresholds, 

and advanced storage consumption and chargeback reporting.  

Dell Storage Enterprise Manager further simplifies storage management by providing comprehensive 

monitoring of all local and remote Storage Center environments.  

Enterprise Manager allows you to gain better insight into your Storage Center deployments and reduces 

planning and configuration time for remote replications. 
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The ESRP-Storage program focuses on storage solution testing to address performance and reliability 

issues with storage design. However, storage is not the only factor to take into consideration when 

designing a scale up Exchange solution. Other factors that affect the server scalability are server processor 

utilization, server physical and virtual memory limitations, resource requirements for other applications, 

directory and network service latencies, network infrastructure limitations, replication and recovery 

requirements, and client usage profiles. All of these factors are beyond the scope for ESRP-Storage. 

Therefore, the number of mailboxes hosted per server, as part of the tested configuration, may not be 

viable for some customer deployments.  

For more information on identifying and addressing performance bottlenecks in an Exchange system, 

please refer to the Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 Performance Recommendations, available at 

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn879084%28v=exchg.150%29.aspx. 

2.4 Targeted customer profile 
This solution is targeted for a medium-sized organization. Capacity can be dynamically scaled from 1TB to 

over a Petabyte. This provides excellent growth potential with no downtime required for upgrades.  

 A Storage Center solution can be sized for any size organization 

 An Unlimited number of hosts can be attached using an iSCSI connection 

 User IO profile (.07 IOPS per user, .084 tested, giving 20% headroom) 

 User mailbox size (2 GB quota) 

 The Backup strategy: VSS backup using SAN based snapshots; use Mailbox Resiliency as the 

primary data protection mechanism 

 Using SAN based snapshots and boot from SAN, a complete server can be restored in minutes.  

 The tested RAID type was RAID 6 for database volumes and log volumes, while a mix of RAID 10, 

RAID 5, and RAID 6 can be blended, with fully automated tiered storage providing the most 

efficient and best performing storage where needed.  

2.5 Volume sizing 
The volume size tested was just large enough to support the database size. Volumes on Dell SCv2000 

storage can be grown dynamically, without affecting service. As database sizes approach volume sizes, 

any volume can be automatically increased on demand. This simplifies sizing, as capacity can be added as 

needed. 

Using Dell Storage Dynamic Capacity and hot upgrades additional disk capacity can be added as needed. If 

more spindles are required to accommodate growth, they can simply be cabled and added to the disk 

pool to grow volume space. Since volumes are not tied to spindle boundaries, adding spindles increases 

performance and capacity as the system grows.  

https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn879084%28v=exchg.150%29.aspx
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3 Tested deployment 
The following tables summarize the testing environment. 

3.1 Simulated Exchange configuration 
Table 1 Simulated Exchange configuration 

Configuration Item Detail 

Number of Exchange mailboxes simulated 2,500 

Number of Database Availability Groups (DAGs) 1 

Number of servers/DAG 2 

Number of active mailboxes/server 1250 

Number of databases/host 4 

Number of copies/database 2 

Number of mailboxes/database 625 

Simulated profile: I/O’s per second per mailbox (IOPS, include 20% 
headroom)  

.07 (.084 tested) 

Database/Log LUN size 2 TB 

Total database size for performance testing per Storage Center 8 TB 

% storage capacity used by Exchange database** 25% 

** Note: Database size and capacity utilized may not match on a thin-provisioned system, as only used 

pages will consume space. Pages that are allocated, but contain blank data, will consume no disk space. 

3.2 Primary storage hardware  
Table 2 Primary storage hardware 

Configured hardware Detail 

Storage Connectivity 
(Fiber Channel, SAS, 
SATA, iSCSI) 

iSCSI 

Storage model and 
OS/firmware revision 

Dell Storage Center (SCv2000) v6.6 
http://www.windowsservercatalog.com/item.aspx?idItem=f2b1c4fb-
ee97-7d0d-b671-bf5a75f63c2d&bCatID=1338 

Storage cache 16 GB 

http://www.windowsservercatalog.com/item.aspx?idItem=f2b1c4fb-ee97-7d0d-b671-bf5a75f63c2d&bCatID=1338
http://www.windowsservercatalog.com/item.aspx?idItem=f2b1c4fb-ee97-7d0d-b671-bf5a75f63c2d&bCatID=1338
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Configured hardware Detail 

Number of storage 
controllers 

2 

Number of storage 
ports 

2 active iSCSI ports per controller 

Maximum bandwidth 
of storage 
connectivity to host 

20 Gb/sec (2x10Gb GB HBA) 

Switch 
type/model/firmware 
revision 

Dell PowerConnect N4032 10GbE Switches 
Firmware version 6.1.2.4 

HBA model and 
firmware 

Intel(R) Ethernet 10G 4P X520/I350 
Jumbo frames enabled 

Number of 
HBA’s/host 

1 Quad-port Intel(R) Ethernet 10G 4P X520/I350 
 

Host server type 2x10 Core E5-2650 v3 2.30Ghz 96GB RAM 

Total number of disks 
tested in solution 

11 Active for DB and logs + 1 hot spare = 12 total spindles  

Maximum number of 
spindles can be 
hosted in the storage 

12 drive bay + dual controllers in a 2U chassis 
Scalable to 168 drives (504TB) via modular expansion enclosures  
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3.3 Primary storage software  
Table 3 Primary storage software 

Configuration Detail 

HBA driver Intel(R) Ethernet 10G 4P X520/I350 
Driver 3.4.47.2 

HBA Queue Depth 
Setting 

65535 

Multi-Pathing Microsoft Windows Server 2012 R2 MPI/O Round-Robin(In-Box 
DSM) 

Host OS Windows Server 2012 R2 Datacenter 

ESE.dll file version 15.00.0995.021 

Replication solution 
name/version 

Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 DAG replication 

 

3.4 Primary storage disk configuration  

(Mailbox Store/Log disks) 
Table 4 Primary storage disk configuration 

Configuration Detail 

Disk type, speed and firmware revision SAS 7k 4TB, XRC0 

Raw capacity per disk (GB) 3.64 TB 

Number of physical disks in test 11 

Total raw storage capacity (GB) 40.0 TB 

Raid level RAID-6 

Total formatted capacity 32.0 TB 

Storage capacity utilization 80% 

Database capacity utilization 20% 
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4 Best practices 
Exchange Server 2013 has changed dramatically from previous versions. For a list of what has changed see 

the following: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj150540(v=exchg.150).aspx 

The best practices have also changed based on the changes in behavior in Exchange 2013. Significant I/O 

reduction in Exchange 2013 has made it preferable to utilize RAID 6 volumes for both database and logs. 

This provides overall storage savings due to the smaller capacity overhead versus RAID 10. 

Because processor performance has increased dramatically, and servers support much larger memory 

models, sizing requirements for servers have changed to reflect this. For server sizing, refer to the 

Microsoft Exchange Server Role Calculator.  

For general sizing and requirements, visit: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa996719.aspx 

One Microsoft best practice calls for transaction logs and databases to be separated from each other and 

dedicated to their own set of spindles. Dell SCv2000 arrays address this by virtualizing at the disk level 

within Storage Center and accelerating data access by spreading read/write operations across all disk 

drives in the SAN so that multiple requests are processed in parallel. Dell SCv2000 virtualization allows the 

creation of high performance, highly efficient virtual volumes in seconds without allocating drives to 

specific servers, without complicated capacity planning and without manual performance tuning. By 

managing disk drives as a single resource, Dell SCv2000 arrays provide increased storage performance, 

availability and utilization.  

Dell SCv2000 storage virtualization is optimized to take advantage of all available spindles as part of a 

single disk folder, but is flexible enough to be configured to allow storage configurations where specific 

spindles are dedicated to a particular volume.  

Another best practice in past versions of Exchange Server has been to align Exchange I/O with disk page 

boundaries. With Windows Server 2012, this is no longer required, because Windows 2012 automatically 

aligns to a 1024K page boundary. 

The volume where transaction logs are stored is critical to a well performing Exchange environment. Since 

all transactions are first written to a transaction log before being committed to the information store 

database, it is important that this volume have the lowest possible write latency. Exchange 2013 no longer 

requires log files to be stored on a volume separate from the database volumes when configured in a 

Database Availability Group (DAG); The Dell Storage Center can be flexibly designed for separate disk 

folders or as a single disk folder configuration. 

For issues related to performance and server health, see the Microsoft TechNet article: 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj150551(v=exchg.150).aspx 

For more information on Exchange best practices when implemented with Dell Storage Center, visit the 

Dell TechCenter Exchange technical content collateral page: 

http://en.community.dell.com/techcenter/storage/w/wiki/5018.compellent-technical-content#Exchange. 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj150540(v=exchg.150).aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa996719.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj150551(v=exchg.150).aspx
http://en.community.dell.com/techcenter/storage/w/wiki/5018.compellent-technical-content#Exchange
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4.1 Core storage 
Characteristically, Storage Center volumes do not need disk sector alignment to perform properly. Dell 

Storage Center virtualizes all disk reads and writes, and applies them across system managed data pages, 

so that the disk I/O is isolated from sector boundaries. The page to sector alignment for all volumes and 

data pages is handled automatically by the system. 

 The Dell Storage Center method of I/O and disk capacity aggregation provides maximum I/O to all 

hosted applications. 

IOPS for the assigned drives can be applied to all applications hosted on a Storage Center. If IOPS 

need to be dedicated to an application, such as Exchange, a dedicated disk pool can be created 

for each I/O type, such as database or log files. As Exchange 2013 I/O is mostly sequential, using a 

smaller number of database files will greatly improve the performance. This is because a higher 

number of sequential streams make it appear more random. Minimizing the number of file streams 

while meeting business requirements will provide a more responsive solution. Isolating the log files 

can also provide a performance benefit in an I/O constrained system. Dell SC Series Dynamic 

Storage makes it possible to start a small system with all volumes sharing spindles. The volumes 

are dynamic and can be moved to dedicated spindles as load increases. 

 Dell Storage Center is a true thin provisioned system. 

Volumes only consume space when and where data is written. Create volume sizes to reflect the 

maximum size they will achieve. The volumes will only consume the space used by data, so the 

storage can be sized to host the actual storage requirement, rather than the volume sizes 

allocated. This allows the volumes to be sized properly to meet growth while requiring the 

minimum number of disks to meet the storage and IOPS requirement. 

 Fluid Data architecture uses an IOPS and storage aggregation model. 

The IOPS and storage capacity of all available disks are accessible to the entire disk pool providing 

a huge performance boost to all applications and all LUNs. The combined I/O performance of all 

the spindles applies to all of the configured storage. If dedicated spindles are desired, a disk pool 

can be created that will dedicate those spindles to the LUNs created in that pool. All disks in a disk 

pool have multiple RAID types applied to them because the RAID pools are virtualized on the disks. 

For example, a write action delivered in RAID 10 would be mirrored at the block level across a pair 

of disks. In essence, each write could hit a different pair of disks, dramatically improving 

performance. Another write on a RAID 5 block would have the blocks striped across all the disks 

available to the pool. In this method, a disk pool balances the I/O across all the available spindles. 

 Latency and I/O load can be measured in real time, or logged historically for reporting purposes. 

 This means if a volume is performing poorly, its I/O can be reported over time, and compared to 

I/O load on the server, for any length of time needing to be stored. If reporting on the last month 

of I/O history, a report can be generated showing the I/O graphically or as a summary chart. This 

provides the ability to trend and determine when I/O performance changed. Volumes can also be 
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summarized as a group, to determine if I/O load is shifting, increasing, or disk performance is 

changing. Reporting can be done at any level, including at the disk device level. This allows 

reporting on the latency at the Server, LUN, or disk level to provide more accurate performance 

monitoring and diagnostics. 

 Fluid Data also allows disks to be added to a pool to increase performance dynamically. 

 This allows for accurate sizing on day one and disks to be added as performance requirements 

increase. If after one year I/O requirements double, additional disks could simply be added 

(without any downtime), and RAID stripes rebalanced. 

 The most common cause of performance issues is low spindle count. To achieve a given I/O level 

requires a spindle count equal to or greater than the IOP target. If the I/O load exceeds the 

capabilities of the spindles, poor performance will result. Dell along with a business partner, will 

work with customers to determine the correct spindle count. As I/O load grows, the spindle count 

must increase to maintain performance. Using Dell Storage Enterprise Manager, current I/O loads 

can be tracked, and thresholds can be set for alerting, to warn of I/O usage approaching or 

exceeding acceptable performance levels. Because I/O patterns can be very diverse, creating a 

baseline and using historical reporting is a key strategy in planning for and managing growth. With 

an accurate growth plan, a disk can be added before it is needed, and performance as well as 

capacity can be increased with no down time. 

4.2 Backup Strategy 
The Dell Storage Center has an integrated snapshot facility that provides basic volume based snapshots. In 

order to provide VSS integration with a graphical management interface, the Dell Replay Manager option 

should be implemented. This provides a full interface for scheduling database backups. Using Replay 

Manger, Exchange Servers can be restored in minutes to any available restore point. It also provides 

detailed reporting on snapshots. Because Dell Storage Center has the ability to manage thousands of 

snapshots, a fine-grained backup strategy can be defined to reduce the need to rely on tapes for historical 

data recovery. Combined with a lagged database copy, data can be recovered very quickly with minimal 

administrative effort. 

Since Dell Replays do not require page pre-allocation or disk allocation, disk space requirements are much 

smaller for snapshots. Backup verification can also be passed to a secondary server to isolate the impact of 

backups on the production Exchange environment. By automating the creation and verification process 

using a secondary server, more frequent database backups and more frequent database scans can be 

implemented to reduce exposure. 

Replay restore points can also be replicated and tested in a remote environment without breaking 

replication. This allows Disaster Recovery testing of a production restore point without pausing replication, 

reducing exposure even further. 
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4.3 Additional Information 
For more information on Dell Storage Center and other Dell Storage solutions, visit our website at 

http://www.dell.com/storage. 

http://www.dell.com/storage
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5 Test results summary 
This section provides a high-level summary of the test data from ESRP. The detailed html reports that are 

generated by ESRP testing framework are shown in the Appendices later in this whitepaper. 

5.1 Reliability 
A number of tests in the framework were run to check reliability for 24 hours. The goal is to verify the 

storage can handle high IO load for a long period of time. Both log and database files will be analyzed for 

integrity after the stress test to ensure no database/log corruption. 

The following list provides an overview:  

 No relevant errors were reported in the event log for the storage reliability test. 

 No errors were reported by the database and log checksum process. 

 No errors were reported during either the backup or restore process 

5.2 Storage performance results 
The Primary Storage performance testing is designed to exercise the storage with maximum sustainable 

Exchange I/O for two hours. The test is to show how long it takes for the storage to respond to an I/O 

under load. The data below is the sum of all of the logical disk I/O’s and average of all the logical disks I/O 

latency in the two hours test duration.  Each server is listed separately and the aggregate numbers across 

all servers is listed as well. 

5.2.1 Individual Server Metrics: 
The sum of I/O’s across all mailbox databases and the average latency across all Databases on a per server 

basis. 

Table 5 Sum of I/O’s and average latency 

Database I/O  

Database Disks Transfers/sec 254.33 

Database Disks Reads/sec 175.713 

Database Disks Writes/sec 78.62 

Average Database Disk Read Latency (ms) 17.023 

Average Database Disk Write Latency (ms) 2.354 

Transaction Log I/O  

Log Disks Writes/sec 19.011 

Average Log Disk Write Latency (ms) 1.614 
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5.3 Database Backup/Recovery performance 
There are two tests reports in this section. The first one measured the sequential read rate of the database 

files and the second measured the recovery/replay performance (playing transaction logs into the 

database).  

5.3.1 Database read-only performance 
The test is to measure the maximum rate at which databases could be backed up via VSS. The following 

table shows the average rate for a single database file. 

Table 6 Maximum backup rate 

Performance item Detail 

MB read/sec per database  118.96 

MB read/sec total per server 475.84 

 

5.3.2 Transaction Log Recovery/Replay performance 
The purpose of this test is to measure the maximum rate at which the log files can be played against the 

databases. The following table shows the average rate for 500 log files played in a single database. Each 

log file is 1 MB in size. 

Table 7 Average rate for 500 log files played in a single database 

Performance item Detail 

Average time to play one Log file (sec) 4.368 
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6 Conclusion 
The testing shows the scalability and performance of the Dell Storage Center SCv2000 arrays.  

This document is developed by storage solution providers, and reviewed by the Microsoft Exchange 

Product team. The test results and data presented in this document are based on the tests introduced in 

the ESRP v4.0 test framework. Customers should not quote the data directly for a specific pre-deployment 

verification. It is still necessary to go through the exercises to validate the storage design for a specific 

customer environment.  

The ESRP program is not designed to be a benchmarking program; the tests are not designed to obtain 

the maximum throughput for a given solution. Rather, it is focused on producing recommendations from 

vendors for the Exchange application. So the data presented in this document should not be used for 

direct comparisons among the solutions. 
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7 Additional resources 
Web sites that provide additional papers and information for Microsoft and Dell products and solutions 

are: 

 Microsoft ESRP Program Website:  

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/ff182054.aspx 

 

 Dell Storage Website:  

http://www.dellstorage.com/ 

 

 Dell TechCenter:  

http://en.community.dell.com/techcenter/storage/ 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/ff182054.aspx
http://www.dellstorage.com/
http://en.community.dell.com/techcenter/storage/
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A Stress testing 
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A.1 Test log 
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B Performance testing 
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B.1 Test log 
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C Backup testing 
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C.1 Test log 
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D Recovery testing 
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D.1 Test log 
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